The information provided is about states that honor the listed state at left permit/license. This is a list of states that have reciprocity agreements, allowing those with concealed carry permits in certain states to carry in others without needing a new permit. However, the list is not comprehensive, and it's important to check each state's laws directly. The information is subject to change, and it's recommended to verify the latest requirements with local authorities.

### Notes:
- Some states require permits in 2D. If you don’t check the states page at www.handgunlaw.us or look up each state’s reciprocity rules before you travel.
- Vermont Residents can carry in AK, AR, AZ, CO, DE, FL, GA, IA, ID, IN, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, MI, MN, MO, MS, MT, NC, ND, NE, NH, NJ, NM, NY, OH, OK, PA, RI, SC, SD, TN, TX, UT, VA, VT, WV, WI.
- Military stationed there.
- There is no limit to the number of firearms a person can carry in these states, as there is no limit to the number of firearms a person can carry in these states, as there is no limit to the number of firearms a person can carry in these states.
- No permit needed to carry concealed in Vermont. Vermont Residents can carry in AK, AZ, AR, KS, ME, MI, MN, MO, MS, MT, NC, ND, NE, NV, OH, OK, PA, SD, TN, TX, UT, VA, VT. No permit needed to carry concealed in Vermont.
- Interstate Law Enforcement Officers on official duty that have WY with their official identification (ID).
Changes to this Page:

1/19/18 - WI Only Honoring AK Permits Issued/Reissued After 1/15/13 Removed. All AK Permits Now Issued/Reissued After That Date.
2/18/18 - Delaware NowHonors Kansas.
4/26/18 - West Virginia Now Honors Montana.
4/7/18 - Pennsylvania New Only Honors Resident Permit From the State it Honors. PA Now honors the Alabama permit and the Idaho Enhanced Permit. Pennsylvania No Longer Honors Virginia.
5/18/18 - Wisconsin Now Honors West Virginia Provisional Permit.
5/21/18 - Reference to Wisconsin Only Honoring the Missouri Permit Issued After a Certain Date Removed. No Longer Any Valid MO Permits Issued Before That Date.
8/24/18 - Reference to Wisconsin Only Honoring the South Dakota Enhanced Permit.
8/28/18 - Alabama Added at Top of Page as a Permits for Carry State.
10/1/18 - Link to Age to Carry a Firearm in States That Honor Your Permit/License Added to Notes at Bottom Listing.
12/29/18 - South Carolina Now Honors Minnesota and Nebraska.
3/14/19 - Utah Provisional Listing Updated.
3/21/19 - Louisiana and New Mexico No Longer Honor Each Other.
7/1/19 - KY and MD Add to List of Permitless Carry States.
7/20/19 - Wisconsin Now Honors DE, DC and ND. Hawaii is Retained. WI and OK With Restrictions.
8/2/19 - Nebraska New Only Honors the Idaho Enhanced Permit.
8/20/19 - Minnesota and Nevada Also Honor the West Virginia Provisional Permit.